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Madame Chairperson,

I want to thank you for this opportunity to speak before this 
august body and to address agenda item number 5. My name is 
Stephen Morse, my Jinghpaw name is Lahtaw Naw Lawn. I am a child 
of white people, and was born in Burma and raised by the Kachins 
of northern Burma. I am attending this conference as a 
representative of the Kachin people. I bring you the special 
greetings of our leader Mr. Brang Seng and the people of the 
Republic of Kachinland.

As my colleague has reportad yesterday, it is with great sorrow 
and sadness that I also report to you the developments in my 
country. Our country is still occupied by the Tatmadaw or Burma 
Army which has continued to rule the country for the past four 
years by martial law. The SLORC military regime has deliberately 
and systematically violated every basic human rights known to 
man.. The military machine continues to grow as billions of ill- 
gained dollars is spent arming the military with sophisticated 
equipment and aircraft at the expense of the civilian population. 
Over forty Burma Army regiments occupy Kachinland alone.
Although there has been a lull in fighting in some areas due to 
the monsoon rains, heavy fighting haa continued in our area and 
thousands of civilians have been forcibly conscripted to carry 
loads for the troops, and act as human shields and minesweepers 
as they are forced at gun point to move ahead of the Burma Army 
during military operations. Women porters and villagers continue 
to be systematically raped and abused by the soldiers. Hundreds



of villages and thousands of villagers have been moved and 
relocated by the regime with absolutely no concern for their 
welfare or right to live in 'their own traditional lands. The 
villagers are not given time to prepare for the move and within 
hours the village is burned down as the people are marched off to 
new locations. As a result, people throughout Kachinland and 
Burma are starving and suffering from malnutrition and sickness. 
Under these conditions epidemics are rampant and thousands of 
people have died. Under martial law, villagers are being forced 
to work an roads, bridges and various ’public projects'. In my 
own district of Putao, every village has lost between 40 and 70 
plus people as a result of exhaustion, sickness and starvation 
due to forced labour. It was last reported that 703 people have 
died building the Sumprabum-Putao road.

Drug addiction is a-growing concern in our area. Although, the 
government of Kachinland (KIO) has banned the growing of opium, 
opium is still being grown and even promoted throughout Burma 
under the protection of the current regime.' In addition, we are 
concerned about reports of the growing epidemic of AIDS initially 
spread by I.V. drug abusers. Although we have initiated efforts 
to educate the public, under the present circumstances it is 
almost impossible to implement any kind of a public program.

Conditions throughout Burma continue- to deteriorate and it is no 
figment of the imagination that hundreds of thousands of refugees 
have sought safe havens in all the neighboring countries of 
Burma. The military regime has rejected repeated offers for



UNHCR assistance and intervention. Although Burma is a signatory 
of the Geneva Convention (in 1937) the present regime has 
repeatedly rejected offers of assistance by the ICRC as well.

Contrary to popular belief, the recorded history of Burma for the 
past 1000 years has been one of. wars, subjugation, oppression and 
forced assimilation of neighboring peoples and nations. Although 
all the indigenous peoples of Burma long for it, unhappily, 
racial harmony does not exist nor can it exist under the present 
conditions. Civil war has been going on for over 40 years. 
Attempts at ending the war have failed because basic demands and 
inalienable rights to self-determination have been ignored.

In.spite of all the problems mentioned above, Burma could be on 
the threshold of a new era, if the SLORC were to renounce the 
path of armed suppression and concede to the will of the peoples 
of Burma and restore democracy: by releasing all political 
prisoners including Nobel Laureate Daw Aung San Suu Kyi; by 
officially declaring a cease-fire and pulling back its troops 
from the front lines; and by inviting all the elected 
representatives and the indigenous leaders and leaders of the 
resistance movement under the Democratic Alliance of Burma (DAB) 
to participate in the political process under international 
supervision and observation.

Thank you, Madame Chairperson



CENTRAL COMMITTEE 
KACHIN INDEPENDENCE ORGANIZATION

Statement; on the Proposed National Convention 
and the Drafting of a New Constitution for Burma

1. In 1948, Burma received its independence from the British 
colonial government. Because national unity could not be 
achieved civil war broke out as a result of political inequality 
and a lack of true consensus even though the country had become a 
modern 'nation state' at the time of independence.
2. At the expense of national solidarity, a myth was created 
that all the country needed was powerful armed forces loyal to 
the state to maintain law and order and to secure the power of 
the state. Instead of trying to solve political differences 
through negotiations and political dialogue the government 
resorted to the use of armed suppression causing an escalation of 
the war which resulted in more suffering and more deaths. 
Therefore, instead of peace and prosperity, because of increasing 
bitterness and hatred the nation was further torn apart as the 
civil war intensified and dragged on and the economic 
infrastructure of the nation was severely damaged and retarded.
3. On April 23, 1992, Gen. Saw Maung retired and Gen. Than Shwe 
took his place. The SLORC reversed its course and immediately 
halted their intense assault against Karen and DAB forces, began 
to release political prisoners, and allowed Daw Aung San Suu Kyi, 
who has been under house-arrest, visitation by her husband and 
children. We welcome these events as positive signs and first 
steps towards bringing about national reconciliation and national 
unity and we are hopeful that the process will be successfully 
carried out to its final conclusion resulting in the much-longed- 
for peace, freedom and prosperity of the country.
4. It is hoped that the new leadership in the SLORC will chose 
to de-emphasize the role of the armed forces and instead 
concentrate on the process of national solidarity. We believe 
that, further steps to NATIONAL RECONCILIATION and NATIONAL UNITY 
should include:

1. The release of ALL political prisoners.
2. The implementation of a publicly announced nationwide 

cease-fire and the release of all prisoners of war.
3. The holding of a pre-national convention meeting 

consisting of all elected representatives, leaders of 
the armed resistance, and leaders of all the democratic 
opposition both inside and outside of the country.

4. The convening of a fully representative national 
convention bringing together a broad consensus of 
representatives in the drafting of the Constitution.
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